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Dear Student, Artist, Thinker,
Just over 43 years ago, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) launched Voyager 1, a space probe with the mission of exploring the
outer planets that orbit our sun. As it was departing the edges of our solar
system, it turned its camera back one last time toward Earth. In the photograph, you can just barely see a speck of light, small as the tip of a pin, against
the blackness of space. If you weren’t looking for it, you might miss it entirely.
Studying outer space, as astronomers do, can be a very humbling experience.
Carl Sagan, one of those professional star-gazers, called the Earth in Voyager
1’s photo a “pale blue dot.” When we put together earlier issues of The Warbler
to present you with information on all these different subjects, from birds to
music, from democracy to Dolly Parton, we just barely scratched the surface
of what’s out there. And yet if you take it all together, every human and everything in the world we live in, it still doesn’t add up to very much, cosmically-speaking. Just a little dot in a photo, smaller than a flea on a skyscraper.
But Earth isn’t in this alone. We have 7 (sorry, Pluto) other planets in the solar
system to keep us company, and our scientists want to get to know each of
them as much as they can. Governments and private companies are starting
to seriously look at Mars as a possible new home for humans. Great mineral
resources are likely to be discovered in the asteroid belt between Mars and
Jupiter, allowing for further exploration. Who knows what mysteries we will
uncover on the other planets that Voyager 1 flew by?
I can think of one lesson we can draw from our probe’s last picture of us, and it’s
this: just because something is hard to notice does not mean it’s insignificant.
Earth isn’t nearly as huge as Jupiter, or as bright as the sun, or as fast as Mercury,
but ours is the planet that supports life. Without this pale blue dot, where would
the arts, the sciences, the animals and plants exist? Where would Dolly sing?
Kyes Stevens and the APAEP Team

“In more than one respect, the exploring of the
Solar System and homesteading other worlds
constitutes the beginning, much more than the
end, of history.” CARL SAGAN // American astronomer, astrophysicist, and author
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WORDS INSIDE
FROM “CAN WE
COLONIZE MARS?”…

kinesiology | the study
of the mechanics of
body movements
opalescent | showing
varying colors (like the
gemstone opal)
FROM “WHY ISN’T PLUTO
A PLANET ANYMORE?”…

relegation | the action
of assigning to an inferior
rank or position
encapsulate | express
the essential features of
something succinctly
vicinity| the area near
or surrounding a
particular place
contentious | causing
or likely to cause an
argument; controversial

•••
Icons by Marco Hernandez and boggu
for the Noun Project

The Warbler, an educational newsletter compiled of materials from the Internet, was created during the COVID-19
global pandemic for people who are incarcerated. All works are credited, and efforts have been made to exclude
material that has copyright restrictions for educational use. Articles have been edited due to space restrictions.
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ASTRONOMY

A Peculiar Solar System Has Scientists
Rethinking Theories of How Planets Form
BY NELL GREENFIELDBOYCE | National Public Radio | September 26, 2019

An oddball solar system discovered not too far from
our own is forcing astronomers to reexamine their
ideas about how planets get created.
In the journal Science, researchers report they
detected a small, dim red dwarf star, about 30 lightyears from Earth, being tugged by the gravity of what
must be a huge, Jupiter-like planet.
“It’s a very large planet, for such a small star,” says
Juan Carlos Morales, an astrophysicist at the Institute
of Space Studies of Catalonia in Barcelona who was
part of the research team.
It’s so big, he says, that its existence can’t be
explained by the conventional wisdom about how
solar systems develop.
Newly born stars are temporarily surrounded by a
swirling disk of leftover gas and dust. Scientists have
long thought that planets begin to grow when bits of
solid material in this disk start to collide and sort of
glom together.
These growing bodies can eventually become rocky
planets. Or they can become rocky, icy cores that
capture swirling gases and turn into Jupiter-like giants.
This basic understanding has held up even as
astronomers have detected thousands of planets
around distant stars in recent years. The vast array
of known worlds includes gas giants, Earth-size planets that could be rocky, and planets of sizes unlike
anything in our own solar system.
All of them could theoretically be explained by the
traditional “core accretion,” or glomming together,
model of planet-building — until now. “For the first
time, we are sure that we have a planet that we cannot
explain with the core accretion model,” Morales says.
But there’s another idea that potentially could
explain this planet, a less popular one that’s been
around since 1997. The astronomer who came up with
it, Alan Boss of the Carnegie Institution for Science
in Washington, D.C., says it “has not really been taken
too seriously by very many people.”
Over two decades ago, as he thought about all the
different ways a swirling disk of gas and dust might
behave, Boss realized that areas of a disk could form
dense clumps that might spontaneously contract and
collapse into planets.
“That could happen in something like 100 years,”
Boss says.

Gradually sticking together enough material piece
by piece to form a planet could take, say, 1 million
years or more — way too long to create a Jupiter-size
planet around a low-mass star like the red dwarf in
this study, Boss says.
That’s because the creation of such a puny star would
leave only a paltry disk of dust and gas that moved at
a snail’s pace and eventually disappeared. “Just
nothing happens within
the time period over
which we believe these
disks last,” Boss explains.
“You just run out of time.”
But it could be possible under his rapid planet-creation scenario. And
he was gratified to learn
that there’s now evidence
that this actually might happen out in the universe.
A team of
“I’m still a little shocked that someone actually scientists used
telescope at
thinks that my ideas have some merit,” says Boss, athe
Calar Alto
laughing. “I’m sure I’ll get over it, but it’s very pleasant.” Observatory in
Courtney Dressing, an astronomer at the Univer- Spain to detect
sity of California, Berkeley, says this new planet find, a gas giant
orbiting a tiny
and its implications, are exciting.
red star some
She says the planet was discovered only because the 30 light-years
research team used a new instrument that can detect from Earth.
worlds that orbit relatively far away from reddish stars. Image: Baback
“I think this is probably just the tip of the iceberg,” Tafreshi/Science
Source/Getty Images
Dressing says. “I think knowing that these objects
exist will force us to think more closely about how
these planets formed in the first place.”
Scientists study planets outside our solar system in
part because “you never know if you are going to find one
that just bucks the trend, that is new and exciting in some
way that sheds light on a problem in planetary science,”
says Sara Seager, an astrophysicist and planetary scientist at MIT. “And I think this one really fits that category.”
She says that often in science, there are a couple of
competing hypotheses to explain some phenomenon,
such as how planets get created.
“It often turns out that both paradigms, or both
concepts, are right, actually,” Seager notes. “Nature is
smarter than we are. And it’s likely that if we humans can o Edited
for space
conceive of something happening, it likely does happen.”
2
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SCIENCE

Jupiter’s Great Red Spot Isn’t Dead Yet
BY KENNETH CHANG | The New York Times | Nov. 25, 2019

Earlier this year, amateur astronomers caught the red
spot seemingly starting to fall apart, with rose-colored clouds breaking away from the storm that is
some 15,000 miles wide. In May, giant streamers of
gas appeared to be peeling from the spot’s outer rim,
blown into the winds circling the planet.
The spot — which is red for reasons not fully understood — has become smaller in recent decades. Some
Jupiter-watchers wondered if they were witnessing
the beginning of the Great Red Spot’s end.
“We beg to differ with that conclusion,” Philip S.
Marcus, a professor of fluid mechanics at the University of California, Berkeley said on Monday during a
news conference at a meeting of the American Physical Society’s division of fluid dynamics in Seattle. In
essence, Dr. Marcus said, the odd dynamics in the
spot are just the result of weather on Jupiter, the solar
system’s largest planet.
Robert Hooke, an English scientist, first reported an
oval on Jupiter in 1664. The following year, Giovanni
Cassini, an Italian astronomer, also observed a spot
and he and others continued observing it until 1713.
(Cassini died in 1712.) Then astronomers lost track of
it for more than a century. That could mean Cassini’s
spot disappeared and another one formed later, or it
could mean that no one was looking carefully during
that time. The current spot has persisted for at least 189
years, and probably for centuries before that.
The Great Red Spot is an anticyclone — a high-pressure system that, because it is in the southern hemisphere, rotates in a counterclockwise direction. That
makes it unlike hurricanes and other large storms
on Earth, which are low-pressure weather systems,
or cyclones, that rotate in the opposite direction of
anticyclones. Cyclones also exist on Jupiter, but the
warm air at the centers of Jovian cyclones often forms
wispy clouds, or no clouds at all.
Thus, just looking at the clouds of Jupiter is sometimes misleading, missing the effects of unseen
cyclones.The clouds, at the top of Jupiter’s atmosphere, do not necessarily tell what is going on deep
down, hundreds of miles below the Great Red Spot in
the vortex that drives the storm.
“You can’t just conclude that if a cloud is getting smaller
that the underlying vortex is getting smaller,” he said.
Through computer simulations, Dr. Marcus and
his colleagues have been studying the dynamics of

Jupiter, the
fifth planet
from the sun,
captured
by the Juno
spacecraft
in February.
Image by Kevin M. Gill/NASA/JPL-Caltech/SwRI/MSSS

the Great Red Spot and other Jovian anticyclones.
The clouds of anticyclones do not always match the
boundaries of the underlying vortex. But they also
give clues to nearby cyclones.
The simulations indicate a coincidence of two
phenomena accounts for the odd dynamics of the
Red Spot. Every decade or so, a cyclone comes close to
the Great Red Spot and the winds of the two systems
collide and deflect at an angle.
“It’s like having two fire hoses aimed at each other,”
Dr. Marcus said.
At the same time, the storm was merging with a
smaller anticyclone, the deflected winds from the collision with the cyclone carved off pieces of the merging
anticyclone. That formed the blade-shaped clouds that
were seen separating from the spot, Dr. Marcus said.
He added that the event was just part of the normal
dynamics of Jupiter. The Great Red Spot, he predicts, will
live “for the indefinite future” — likely centuries longer.
“Of course, I probably just gave it the kiss of death,” Dr.
Marcus joked, “and it’ll probably fall apart next week.”
3

?
THIS MOTHER
COMES FROM A
FAMILY OF EIGHT,
SUPPORTS HER
CHILDREN IN SPITE
OF THEIR WEIGHT,
TURNS AROUND
WITHOUT BEING
CALLED,
HAS HELD YOU
SINCE THE TIME
YOU CRAWLED.
WHO IS SHE?
riddlesandanswers.com
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MATHEMATICS

SUDOKU HOW-TO GUIDE

1. Each block, row, and column
must contain the numbers 1–9.
2. Sudoku is a game of logic and
reasoning, so you should not
need to guess.
3. Don’t repeat numbers within
each block, row, or column.
4. Use the process of elimination
to figure out the correct placement of numbers in each box.
5. The answers appear on the
last page of this newsletter.

Sudoku
#53 PUZZLE NO. 4883737
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What the example will look
like solved q
#54 PUZZLE NO. 2960486
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“The notion that we live
in a quiet, ordinary suburb of the
galaxy was simple and comforting.
But boy, we were wrong.”
MICHIO KAKU // American theoretical
physicist and professor
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DID YOU KNOW?
194 moons, 3,583 comets and
796,289 asteroids have been
found in the solar system.
99.86% of the solar system’s mass
is found in the Sun. The majority of the remaining 0.14% is
contained within the eight planets.
The four smaller inner planets,
also known as the “terrestrial
planets”, are primarily composed
of rock and metal.
The four outer planets, also known
as the “gas giants”, are substantially larger and more massive than
the inner planets.

@wawawiwacomics

The two innermost gas giants,
Jupiter and Saturn, are the largest
of the four outer planets and are
composed mainly of hydrogen
and helium.
Source: space-facts.com

Idiom

“Sputnik moment”
Meaning a moment of challenge when a society or person realizes they must work
harder to surpass their competitors.
Origin The origin of the idiom comes from the Soviet Union’s 1957 launch of the
first Earth-orbiting satellite Sputnik 1, which was a great achievement at that
moment, while the US were lagging behind in space technology. This caused the
space race to start between the two countries. The US ultimately won the race in
1969 with the first human landing on the Moon.
The phrase was popularized by Barack Obama in his State of the Union address in 2011:
This is our generation’s Sputnik moment. Two years ago, I said that we needed to
reach a level of research and development we haven’t seen since the height of the
Space Race. And in a few weeks, I will be sending a budget to Congress that helps
us meet that goal. We’ll invest in biomedical research, information technology, and
especially clean energy technology — an investment that will strengthen our security,
protect our planet, and create countless new jobs for our people.
Source: myenglishpages.com
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THE TWO OUTERMOST
GAS GIANTS, URANUS AND
NEPTUNE, ARE COMPOSED
LARGELY OF ICES (WATER,
AMMONIA, AND METHANE).
TOGETHER THEY ARE
REFERRED TO AS THE
“ICE GIANTS.”

THE SOLAR SYSTEM
CONSISTS OF THE SUN,
PLANETS, DWARF PLANETS,
MOONS, AND NUMEROUS
SMALLER OBJECTS SUCH
AS COMETS AND ASTEROIDS.

Icons by Amythest Studio and Icongee26 from Noun Project
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ART + CULTURE

Mail-Order Planets
BY ADRIAN MATEJKA

In 1981, Eris’s spacious face hadn’t been discovered
yet, my mother hadn’t taken a day off from Fort Ben
yet, & Pluto was still a planet. One of nine celestial
bodies snapped into drummed orbits around the Sun
like the orthodontic rubber bands no one in Carriage House
had. I hid my gaps by not smiling, imagining an astronaut
future as sharp & fixed as a dentist’s smile—236 miles
above Earth where up & down are instructions instead
of directions. Behind a mirrored visor, the singing inside
my American-flagged extravehicular mobility unit
so robust it could keep a black boy from Indiana breathing
in outer space. We didn’t have any solar system models
at PS113, so I had to get my own. I dove into dumpsters
searching for cans & bottles under the OJ cartons & maggots
fat in swallows of juice. I dug through frozen dinner boxes
& apple cores shaped like moldy infinities, then foraged
the iced-out underpass—M&M ♥ Kim painted in mooneyed red, then X-ed out with black paint by the time
the frost went away. I hunted the ice- & tire-clogged creek
where I would have spun the bottle with Cynthia
from science class if I wasn’t chicken. The A&P paid
by the pound & I dragged sacks stuffed with sand-filled
Schlitz & Tab cans around back where the braceface
sweating on the scale knew my game & paid me anyway.
Three months of collecting & I had enough money
to order our system from the back of a Star Trek comic—
all nine planets in adjustable orbits & Earth’s majesty
anchoring the third lane. The kid in the ad was as excited
as I was—waiting for the mailman every day after mailing
five wrinkled bills—but the solar system never came.

WRITING PROMPT

The ending to “Mail-Order Planets” has a
double meaning — maybe the back-of-themagazine solar system model never arrived, or
maybe it arrived, but didn’t look anywhere as
amazing as what the speaker had imagined.
Think of a time when you were anticipating
something great and built it up in your head
— and then had to deal with the aftermath
when things didn’t turn out the way you
thought. Maybe the opposite has happened
— something you were waiting for was even
greater than you could have imagined. Write a
poem of anticipation and disappointment, or
anticipation and delight (and show, don’t tell)!

Word Search

Source: poets.org

Adrian Matejka was born into a military family in Nuremburg,

Germany, in 1971, and he grew up in California and Indiana. He
received a BA from Indiana University in 1995 and an MFA from
Southern Illinois University — Carbondale in 2001. Matejka’s poetry
is known for its inventive, often multidisciplinary exploration of
identity and cultural history. Rodney Jones writes, “Adrian Matejka
plays the language like a horn, with a cool inventiveness and bravura
phrasing, yet his poems are as notable for their humanity as their
flourishes and riffs at the borders of expression. His singular gift is to
write outside the usual habits of communication and yet to deliver
again and again the inside story, the testament of a life.”

?

ASTONAUT
SYSTEM
MAJESTY
MIRROR

I HAVE A PLANET WITHIN
THE COLOR OF STRAWBERRY SKIN
THE SUN HELPS ME GROW
BUT ONLY ON EARTH DO I FLOW
reddit.com
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PLUTO
FUTURE
SMILE
ORBITS

SPACIOUS
SUN
WRINKLED
STAR

FROZEN
SOLAR
TREK
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TECHNOLOGY

Can We Colonize Mars?
BY ALLISON ECK | Pbs.org | March 16, 2018

Amidst rising global nuclear tensions, SpaceX and
Tesla founder Elon Musk is calling for drastic action.
He wants humans to colonize Mars — stat.
But what’s required to successfully colonize Mars?
It may sound crazy, but “the colonization of the Americas would be a reasonable analogy,” said Jim Pawelczyk,
an associate professor of physiology and kinesiology at
Penn State and former astronaut who flew aboard the
NASA STS-90 Space Shuttle mission. “Think of Jamestown. It was not a good place to be — it was kind of failure.
But these would be plant-the-flag kinds of approaches.”
Small outposts on Mars, he said, are a more realistic goal;
full-scale settlements are at least another century away.
Though Jamestown was a messy failure, it was
still founded in Virginia, a relatively benign environment compared to Mars. Antarctica offers another,
perhaps closer, analogy. When humans first wandered
the frozen terrain in the late 19th century — during
what’s charmingly known as the Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration — they built modest research stations.
Ever since, scientists and other brave adventurers
have set up camp at those sites, but no one’s established a permanent colony. There’s no reason to, and
the technology necessary to do is not yet on the horizon. The same goes for Mars — outposts, Pawelczyk
said, could get the balling rolling.
“Turning an outpost into a colony depends entirely on
human biology…and this is an area we’ve barely begun to
explore from a research perspective,” he said. “So maybe
[outposts are] not going to sustain the species genetically, but they’re going to sustain the human spirit.”
Of course, we’d have to get to Mars in the first place.
To do so, first we need to consider the basic problem of
radiation in the form of cosmic rays and solar activity.
Such high-velocity particles ravage human cells , and
the most violent among them can pass through the
hull of a spacecraft. We don’t know yet what kind of
effect such levels of radiation could have on the body
— the eyes, the brain, and so on — after a few months
or years. “We’re really in our infancy when it comes to
understanding these things,” Pawelczyk said.
NASA has been researching the effects of the space
environment on humans aboard the International
Space Station (ISS), but the ISS is scheduled to be
decomissioned between 2024 and 2028. George Lordos,
a PhD candidate in aeronautics and astronautics at MIT,
was part of a research team that won first place in the
graduate division of a NASA design competition for
their project, MARINA, the Managed, Reconfigurable,

In-space Nodal Assembly. It’s basically a space station
on steroids — a commercial entity (replete with luxury
hotel rooms) that would allow different space-based
companies to exchange products and services. It could
also help turbo-charge a mission to Mars.
I AM A PART
Lordos also worked on a related MIT project called OF EARTH AND
the Redwood Forest , which imagines what a civili- HEAVEN BUT
zation on Mars would look like. In the team’s model, NOT HELL
humans would live inside golf ball-shaped dome A NECESSITY
structures containing forest habitats fueled by local FOR THE SOLAR
SYSTEM IN THE
Martian resources like water ice, soil, and the Sun.
GALAXY I FIT
Redwood Forest’s opalescent domes would obscure SO WELL
a series of underground tunnels that would link each AMONGST MY
dome to the others and protect residents from mete- BRETHREN I AM
orite impacts, radiation, and extreme changes in CONSIDERED
temperature. MIT postdoctoral student Valentina THE FIRST
Sumini, who has led the interdisciplinary team effort, DESPITE ALL
says they’re now working on a scale prototype of the THIS I AM NOT
IN THE KNOWN
dome structure.
UNIVERSE
“I hope to see this [kind of mission] happen in my
WHAT AM I?
lifetime,” she said.
Given that Mars already has a lot of what we would reddit.com
need to survive — water ice, carbon dioxide, and dry
ice, which could serve as
potable water, oxidizers,
and fuel — it’s not such an
absurd fantasy.
While we could explore
ways to use crevasses and
other features of Mars’s
topography to our advantage, too, the linchpin of
life on the Red Planet will
always be technology. “We
are a technological species, and that’s what has allowed An MIT team
us to adapt our environments to our bodies,” Lordos said. designed the
Forest,
Pawelcyzk says we’d need to bring lots of energy, aRedwood
series of forest
for one. “The best-evolved approach to get a lot of habitats inside
energy in a small package is a small nuclear reactor,” open, public
he said. On top of that, we’d need to bring six to ten domes. Artist
rendering of
metric tons of consumable supplies per person.
Redwood
These hurdles might seem insurmountable, but Forest domes
Lordos says it’s important to bear in mind the prog- pbs.org
ress we’ve already made. Take SpaceX’s reusable
rocket program, for example.
“[Reusable rockets are] going to open up the space frontier,” he said. “We’ll no longer be a one-planet species.”
And that’s a natural extension of what humans o Edited
have always sought to do.
for space
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Why Isn’t Pluto a Planet Anymore?
BY ADAM MANN | Space.com | March 28, 2019

Textbooks had to be rewritten. Members of the public
were outraged. Our understanding of the solar system
itself was forever changed on Aug. 24, 2006, when
researchers at the International Astronomical Union
(IAU) voted to reclassify Pluto, changing its status
from a planet to a dwarf planet — a relegation that
was largely seen as a demotion and which continues
to have reverberations to this day.
Several years later, many still don’t quite understand all the fuss, nor why Pluto was knocked from
its planetary position. But the solar system’s transformation from nine planets to eight was a long time in
the making and helps encapsulate one of the greatest
strengths of science — the ability to alter seemingly
steadfast definitions in light of new evidence.

to the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. Pluto
remained the king of this region, but in July 2005,
astronomers found the distant body Eris, which at
first was thought to be even larger than Pluto.
Researchers had to ask themselves these questions: If Pluto was a planet, then did that mean Eris
was one as well? What about all those other icy objects
out in the Kuiper belt? Where exactly was the cut-off
line for classifying a body as a planet? A word that had
seemed straightforward and simple was suddenly
shown to be oddly slippery.
Intense debate followed, with many new proposals
for the definition of planet being offered.
“Every time we think some of us are reaching a consensus, then somebody says something to show very clearly
that we’re not,” Brian Marsden, a member of the IAU
What is a planet, anyway?
Executive Committee in charge of coming up with a new
The word planet stretches back to antiquity, deriving meaning for the word planet, told Space.com in 2005.
from the Greek word “planetes,” which means wanderA year later, astronomers were no closer to a resoluing star. The five classical planets — Mercury, Venus, tion, and the dilemma hung like a dark cloud over the
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn — are visible to the naked eye IAU General Assembly meeting in Prague in 2006. At the
and can be seen shifting in strange pathways across the
sky compared with the more distant background stars.
After the advent of telescopes, astronomers discovered
two new planets, Uranus and Neptune, which are too
faint to spot with the naked eye.
Pluto was found and classified as a planet in 1930,
when astronomer Clyde Tombaugh of the Lowell
Observatory compared photographic plates of the sky
on separate nights and noticed a tiny dot that drifted
back and forth against the backdrop of stars. Right
away, the solar system’s newest candidate was considered an oddball. Its orbit is so eccentric, or far from
circular, that it actually gets closer to the sun than
Neptune for 20 of its 248-years-long trip.
In 1992, scientists discovered the first Kuiper Belt
object, 1992 QB1, a tiny body orbiting out in Pluto’s
vicinity. Many more such objects were soon uncovered, revealing a belt of small, frozen worlds similar

“In the visible world, the Milky Way is a tiny fragment; within this fragment, the solar
system is an infinitesimal speck, and of this speck our planet is a microscopic dot.
On this dot, tiny lumps of impure carbon and water, of complicated structure, with
somewhat unusual physical and chemical properties, crawl about for a few years, until
they are dissolved again into the elements of which they are compounded.”
BERTRAND RUSSELL // British philosopher, mathematician, and historian
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This artist’s
illustration shows
Pluto and some
of its moons, as
viewed from the
surface of one
of the moons.
Pluto shines as
the large object
at center, while
Charon glimmers
as a smaller disk
to the right.
Image: NASA, ESA
and G. Bacon (STScI)
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conference, researchers endured eight days of contentious
arguments, with four different proposals being offered.
One controversial suggestion would have brought the total
number of planets in the solar system up to 12, including
Ceres, the largest asteroid, and Pluto’s moon Charon.
The suggestion was “a complete mess,” astronomer
Mike Brown of Caltech, Eris’ discoverer, told Space.com.
Near the end of the Prague conference, the 424 astronomers who remained voted to create three new categories for objects in the solar system. From then on, only the
worlds Mercury through Neptune would be considered
planets. Pluto and its kin — round objects that shared the
neighborhood of their orbit with other entities — were
henceforth called dwarf planets. All other objects orbiting the sun would be known as small solar system bodies.
The drama continues
A contingent of professionals did not take the decision
lightly. “I’m embarrassed for astronomy,” Alan Stern, a
leader of NASA’s New Horizons mission, which flew past
Pluto in 2015, told Space.com, adding that less than 5 percent
of the world’s 10,000 astronomers participated in the vote.
Such views are shared by many in the public. In 2014,
experts at the Harvard & Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA) in Cambridge, Massachusetts, debated
different definitions of a planet. Science historian Owen
Gingerich, who chaired the IAU’s planet-definition
committee, asserted that “planet is a culturally defined
word that changes over time.” But the audience watching the CfA debate overwhelmingly chose a different
participant’s definition — one that would have brought
Pluto back into the planetary fold.
Alternative classification schemes continue to pop up. A
2017 proposal defined a planet as “a round object in space
that’s smaller than a star.” This would make Pluto a planet
again, but it would do the same to the Earth’s moon as well
as many other moons in the solar system, and bring the total
number of officially recognized planets up to 110. A year

later, Stern, along with planetary scientist David Grinspoon,
wrote an opinion article in The Washington Post arguing
that the IAU’s definition was “hastily drawn” and “flawed”
and that astronomers should reconsider their ideas.
But such pleas have fallen on deaf ears so far, and it
seems unlikely the IAU will revisit the controversy any
time soon. Astrophysicist Ethan Siegel responded to Stern
and Grinspoon in Forbes by writing: “The simple fact is
that Pluto was misclassified when it was first discovered;
it was never on the same footing as the other eight worlds.”
Mike Brown also chimed in. “So, hey, Pluto is still not
a planet. Actually, never was. We just misunderstood it
for 50 years. Now, we know better. Nostalgia for Pluto is
really not a very good planet argument, but that’s basically all there is. Now, let’s get on with reality,” Brown
wrote on Twitter, where he has embraced his role in the m Edited
for space
redefinition with the handle @plutokiller.

RANDOM-NEST

How to Tell the Difference Between
Planets and Stars
WIKIHOW.COM

Check if the object twinkles. One of the easiest ways to distinguish
between stars and planets in the night sky is by looking to see if the
object twinkles or shimmers. This can usually be detected with the
naked eye if you have a clear view of the sky and if you watch the sky
for long enough.
Stars twinkle and shimmer, but planets remain constant in their brightness.
Note whether the object rises and sets. Celestial objects are not fixed
in the night sky. All celestial bodies move, but how those bodies move
can be a good indication of whether they’re stars or planets.
Planets rise in the East and set in the West. Stars orbit in a circular
pattern around Polaris (the North Star).
Satellites also move across the night sky, but they do so much more
quickly than planets. A planet may take hours or even weeks to cross the
night sky, whereas a satellite can cross overhead in a matter of minutes.
Observe the color. Many of the most prominent planets in our night
sky appear to have some type of coloration. While some people with
exceptionally good vision may be able to detect subtle coloration, it
usually falls within the blueish-white to yellowish-white range. For
most people, stars appear white to the naked eye.
Compare the relative brightness. While planets and stars both light up
the night sky, planets typically appear much brighter than many stars.

WORD PLAY A Rebus puzzle is a picture represen-

tation of a common word or phrase. How the letters/
images appear within each box will give you clues
to the answer! For example, if you saw the letters
“LOOK ULEAP,” you could guess that the phrase is
“Look before you leap.” Answers are on the last page!

Planets reflect the bright light of our solar system’s sun, which is relatively close to the earth. Stars, by contrast, emit their own light.
While some stars may be much brighter and larger than our sun, these
stars are much farther from the earth than the planets in our solar system.
Because of this, the planets (which reflect our sun’s light) typically appear
brighter from the earth.
9
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Answers
WAXING
GIBBOUS

WANING
GIBBOUS

NEW
MOON

Original design by Vector Stock

MOON
PHASES

FULL
MOON

SUDOKU #56

WAXING
CRESCENT

WANING
CRESCENT

LAST QUARTER

SUDOKU #57

Words of Encouragement
A few years ago, I was given a little book called The World According to
Mr. Rogers, full of bits of wisdom from Fred Rogers, creator and star of
Mr. Rogers’ Neighborhood. Maybe you, or a young person in your life,
remembers watching this children’s show. It is remarkable to me how
enduring some of Mr. Rogers’ words continue to be. Here’s a favorite
of his sayings:
Often when you think you’re at the end of something, you’re at the beginning of something else. I’ve felt that many times. My hope for all of us is
that the ‘miles we go before we sleep’ will be filled with all the feelings
that come from deep caring — delight, sadness, joy, wisdom — and that in
all the endings of our life, we will be able to see the new beginnings.
This is an important reminder: that “sadness” and “joy” are both
unavoidable if we care deeply about anything, or anyone. This week,
in particular, I share Mr. Rogers’ hope for you, and for all of us — that
we may be filled with all the feelings of deep caring, that we may see
all endings as beginnings. Thank you for the courage to continue
caring deeply, even in the most challenging times. You, too, have great
wisdom to share.
Josh
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Brainteasers

Page
3 Earth

Page 6 A thermometer (which
has liquid mercury inside)
Page 7 The letter “A”
Page 9 Rebus Puzzle:
1. Get in shape
2. On the double
3. Time’s up

Send ideas and comments to:
APAEP
1061 Beard-Eaves
Memorial Coliseum
Auburn University, AL 36849

UNTIL NEXT TIME

!

